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The aging, growing 
world population 
needs new and better 
medicines and a much 
larger, more reliable 
food supply. 

Only with true 
innovations can we 
tackle the significant 
health care and 
nutrition challenges of 
the future.



20, 000 + Employees

More than 300 locations

Bayer U.S.



Major Intranet Consolidation began in 2016
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https://bayernet.int.bayer.com/en/
Live Tour



How it Works 

• Personalized content 

• Common global content 

• Tailored country and local content 

• Easy access to local tools and services   

• Consistent with bayer.com 

• Responsive design and navigation



Three News Tiers

Blended content based on 
personalization
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Q&A
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The BayerNet App
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The BayerNet App. It’s as easy as 1 – 2 – 3

• Go to the Apple App or Google 
Play store

• Search for “BayerNet” 

• Download the app on your device

• Choose “Log in for Employees”

• Select “private phone or 
company phone”

• Enter your CWID and create a 
password

• That’s it! You’re in!

• Start surfing BayerNet

• Like and share articles on 
your social media feed

• OR – hover your smartphone 
camera over this QR code: 
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To share an article on your social media feed … 

• Find an article with the pink “Like and Share” banner 
at the bottom. Click on it to open it.

• Click on the share icon at the bottom of the screen

• Click on the icon for the social media feed you want 
to share it on. 

• It’s that easy! You can say something about the 
article you’re sharing, or just post it. 



“If the brand manages to engage with 
the individual at a human level, the 
possibility that the individual engages 
back is 62% higher than when this 
does not happen.”
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Why Brands Have To Be Human On Social Media
Adam with Social Media Explorer 



Why Share?
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Consumer Research Shows that Sharing Good News has a Positive Impact

• Bayer research with 2,200 adults in the U.S. measured perceptions about Bayer 
before and after sharing blog posts and videos about our products and activities.

• The results: These stories positively impacted how respondents feel about Bayer. 
More than 80% said they had a favorable impression of Bayer after reviewing 
the content.

• Following exposure to our stories, perceptions about Bayer as a company that 
cares about its employees, is a great place to work, has a positive impact 
on communities, shares the values of the respondent and does meaningful 
work all increased.

• For example, after reading an employee blog about a community project in 
Puerto Rico, more than half of readers said Bayer positively impacted the 
community. These responses provided a 41 percentage point increase from 
baseline perception.



Breakdown of views, reads, read ratio, fans and average read time found on Medium's statistics

Top Performing BayerScapes Like + Share 2020



Bayer U.S. Social Media 
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• Employee focused content performs well across
channels 

• Bayer Scapes, Women in Science, Volunteer
work 

• Creative and action-oriented visuals pull in more
audiences 

• Quote card performance 

• Social posts on “response” actions perform well
• Covid relief initiatives, disaster relief, etc. 

• Highest views on FB and LI but
consistent performance is seen across IG  
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Thank you!

Q&A


